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 3 Days Jiuzhaigou Wonderland Tour 

 3 Days Jiuzhaigou Wonderland Tour, with second-time entry 

 

 
HignLights 
 3 Days Jiuzhaigou Wonderland Tour

 

Itinerary
Day 01        Arrival at Jiuzhaigou

Activities: You&rsquo;ll be greeted &amp; warmly welcomed by our professional

English speaking tour guide in Jiuzhai gou. Transfer to the hotel. Service

starts from your arrival. International/Domestic flight/train arrangement is

on your own.

Start to visit Jiuzhaigou. In Jiuzhaigou scenic area there are three gullies

that seem to be in the shape of Y. One of the three main valleys is Shuzheng

Valley. Shuzheng Valley is reputed as the epitome of Jiuzhaigou. The Shuzheng

Qun Hai (Shu Zheng Lakes) in this valley is the entrance to the beautiful and

splendid Jiuzhaigou. With a total length of 13.8 kilometers, Shuzheng

contains over 40 various lakes, occupied 40% of the total in Jiuzhaigou and

stretching along Shuzheng Gully for 5 to 6 kilometers.

Hotel: Jiuzhaigou Gesang Hotel -

Meals: 

 
Day 02        Jiuzhaigou

Activities: After breakfast you will visit the other two valleys in

Jiuzhaigou. Rize Valley and Zechawa Valley. Rize Valley is noted as the best

part of all Jiuzhaigou tour routes for its multi-colored lakes, highest

waterfalls, treasure beaches and virgin forests. The Nuorilang Lake is the
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starting spot of Rize Valley with 18 separate lakes.Going along the 18km Rize

valley, there comes the Mirror Lake, Pearl lake, Peacock lake, Five-flower

lake, Panda lake, Panda waterfall, Bamboo Arrow lake and Virgin Forest. Each

is uniquely designed by the magic hand of nature. The 18km long Zechawa

Valley stretches its way from Nuorilang to the Chang(long)lake. It is the

route of the highest altitude of all your Jiuzhaigou tours, featuring

seasonal lakes and snow-capped peaks. Here, Jiuzhaigou will show the visitors

the small but most graceful lake, five color pond, noted for its bright and

distinct colors.

Hotel: Jiuzhaigou Gesang Hotel -

Meals: lunch

 
Day 03        Departure from Jiuzhaigou

Activities: Free time and transfer to airport for your own flight. Service

ends at your departure from the airport. Your local guide will say goodbye to

you after transferring you to the airport. International/Domestic

flight/train arrangement is on your own. If time permits, today you can go

for an optional tour to Huanglong Scenic Area, another breathtaking place at

Jiuzhaigou area.

Hotel: 

Meals: 

 

Price & Policy
Price Includes:

 Hotel accommodation in twin shared room with daily breakfast.

Meals as specified in the itinerary (B=Breakfast L=Lunch D=Dinner).

Private car/coach for transfers service and sightseeing program as

indicated in the itinerary.

Local English-speaking tour guide for transfers and sightseeing program as

indicated in each city.

Entrance fees to scenic spots as indicated in the itinerary.

Service charge and government Taxes.

 
Price Excludes:

Entry or exit China international airfare or train tickets.

Domestic airfare or train tickets.

Hotel room/cruise cabin single supplement.

Personal expenses such as laundry, drinks, fax, telephone call, optional
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activities, etc.

Gratuities to the tour guide, driver and hotel bellboy.

Fees for entry visa to China.

Traveler insurance.

Services not mentioned in the itinerary.
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